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you may have studied the construction of a simple combination lock and its application in
restricted areas where only the authorized personnel gets the access control by pressing the
assigned code numbers. The circuit of RFID access control proposed here is really simple to
build and has almost the same application specifications. Just with a flick of a switch of the
transmitter key , the receiver lock is turned ON to activate the load. The circuit may be divided
into two parts, viz. Fix the other associated components like the resistors and the capacitors
around the IC. Do not crowd them; keep some space in between each of the components. As
per the circuit diagram interconnect them with each other and the IC. It is best done by bending
their leads to the relevant points and soldering them. Next insert the coil, trimmer and solder
them. As explained above, connect them to the appropriate points in the circuit. Similarly fix the
other components and interconnect their leads in such a way that the connections are neat and
very compact. Do not keep the transistor erect; bend its printed surface downwards so that it
touches the board flat. Also fit the coil and the push-to-on micro switch in the above method.
Solder two small pieces of thin flexible wire; solder them to the supply points of the circuit. In
the present design of RFID for area security management the receiver circuit forms the lock and
the transmitter forms the key. The following explanation of the receiver circuit will give a clear
picture of its internal functioning:. Only 1 op-amp out of the four in IC has been used here. It
performs the function of a strong RF amplifier. The operating principle is same as discussed in
one of my previous articles of a ghost detector. The RF signal from the transmitter is received
by the antenna coil and is tuned by the trimmer capacitor. As long as the push button is kept

depressed the circuit continues to generate the high frequency RF signal through the antenna
coil. The testing procedure of the circuit of RFID for area security management is absolutely
simple and is completed through the following simple steps:. Connect a 12V DC regulated
supply to the receiver circuit. Adjust the capacitor trimmer in the receiver circuit till the LED
starts glowing brightly and the relay gets energized. The receiver frequency is now matched
with the transmitter frequency and will respond only to this particular key. This concludes the
testing part. Enclosure of the receiver circuit will depend on its application and the output load
connected to it. I will leave it to the readers to decide. The transmitter may be enclosed in a
small match box size box with the switch button and the antenna protruding out of it. The above
discussed circuit idea can be further modified to produce alternate switching of the output in
response to the triggered subsequent input signals through the transmitter. The addition of a
flip-flop stage enables the functioning of the toggling sequence. The sample circuit diagram is
attached alongside. Page content. Depending on the size of your access control setup, you
might have a larger or more minimal power supply setup. Interesting to check is though what
happens when power is out. Normally the building should have a backup power generator, but
make sure to double check. Depending on how much of security equipment you want to power
with it, you'd need a different strength of power supply. Power supplies are an often overlooked
part of the access control system. They need to be rated for enough voltage to supply power to
the access panel and the locks. Often commercial power supplies come with a function input
that allows to better wire the product. Here is a wiring diagram of how a magnetic lock is wired
to a power supply and the Kisi controller. We use cookies to enhance your experience and
measure audiences. Read more. Power supplies for access control systems can have different
appearances: - Simple low voltage power adapter - Power panel for low voltage access control
Depending on the size of your access control setup, you might have a larger or more minimal
power supply setup. Kisi's opinion : Make sure to check if the power supply is CE rated and
stay away from no-name power supplies! How Kisi Works. Starting a new project? Learn
everything you need in this downloadable guide. Download Guide. Get A Quote. Read it and
expose it! It is soft data and also very easy to read any place you are. Enjoy your brand-new
behavior. After for times, publications always turn into one selection to get the source, the
reliable as well as legitimate resources. The subjects concerning company, monitoring, national
politics, legislation, and lots of various other subjects are offered. Lots of writers from around
the world constantly make the book to be updated. The research study, experience,
understanding, and also inspirations always come one time to others. It will certainly confirm
that publication is timeless and also remarkable. The life high quality will not only about the
amount of understanding you will certainly acquire. Even you check out the fun or entertaining
books, it will help you to have improving life quality. Feeling fun will certainly lead you to do
something flawlessly. When it happens for you, you could review it in your extra time. Why
don't you try it? Actually, you will not know just how precisely this publication will be, unless
you review. Although you don't have much time to complete this book rapidly, it really doesn't
should finish fast. Pick your valuable leisure time to utilize to read this book. After obtaining the
soft file, you can conveniently create brand-new motivations in your mind. It is difficult to get
guide in your city, possibly additionally by visiting the store. Going to the store will not also
give assurance to get guide? Also that's only the soft file; you could really feel that guide will
certainly be so beneficial for you as well as life around. Review it as well as expose it! It is soft
documents and simple to check out wherever you are. Appreciate your new routine. Belong to
those who love to read this publication. If you are the beginner viewers, you could use this
publication as enticement for you to minimally love analysis. Also this book is written by a
professional author, it doesn't imply that words are really difficult to comprehend. You can take
some lessons as well as experiences from Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram based on
what you need. This is exactly what calls as advantages of book by reading. Now, get this
publication right here and right now. It will be served in the site connect to visit. Welcome to the
most effective website that supply hundreds sort of book collections. Guides from well-known
writers and publishers are offered. So, you can enjoy now to get individually type of publication
Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram that you will browse. For everyone, if you want to
begin joining with others to review a book, this Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram is
much recommended. And also you have to get guide Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram
right here, in the web link download that we supply. Why should be right here? If you desire
other kind of publications, you will certainly always discover them and also Rfid Access Control
Adm Wiring Diagram Economics, politics, social, scientific researches, religions, Fictions, and
also a lot more publications are provided. These offered publications remain in the soft
documents. While the other people in the store, they are not sure to discover this Rfid Access
Control Adm Wiring Diagram straight. It may need even more times to go shop by shop. This is

why we mean you this site. We will certainly provide the best means as well as referral to obtain
the book Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram Even this is soft documents book, it will be
simplicity to bring Rfid Access Control Adm Wiring Diagram any place or conserve in your
home. The distinction is that you might not require relocate guide Rfid Access Control Adm
Wiring Diagram place to area. You might need only copy to the various other gadgets. If you
have not yet attempt reading this type of publication, this is your time to begin as well as begin
it. Be the first title to check out in this sort of topic provides the extra valuable circumstance.
You may be really usual with this publication, however you have no idea to also review it, have
you? To cover this condition, this offered publication is served in soft documents to be
available saved in your charming gizmo. Be part of those that enjoy to read this publication. If
you are the newbie visitor, you can use this publication as enticement for you to minimally like
reading. Even this book is composed by an expert writer, it doesn't mean that words are very
hard to recognize. You can take some lessons and also experiences from Rfid Access Control
Adm Wiring Diagram based upon just what you need. This is just what calls as benefits of
publication by reading. Currently, get this book right here and today. It will certainly be served
in the website connect to visit. Also there are numerous publications to pick; you might feel so
hard to select which one that is very ideal for you. The soft data will certainly worry about the
same things with the print data. We provide this publication is only for you that intend to
attempt reading. Even you have no analysis routine; it can be starter means to like analysis.
Understanding is a process that will be gone through by all individuals in every age. In this
case, we have always the books that need to be collected and also review. This is the means
just how you learn related to the topic. When you have the existence of the books, you need to
see how this book is truly suggested. Of course, from childhood to for life, we are always
believed to love analysis. It is not just checking out the lesson publication however also
reviewing every little thing good is the option of getting brand-new inspirations. Faith, scientific
researches, national politics, social, literary works, and fictions will certainly improve you for
not just one aspect. Having more facets to recognize and comprehend will certainly lead you
come to be a person much more valuable. Yea, becoming valuable can be positioned with the
discussion of just how your expertise much. And why should read this book? Many recognize
that in this era, some publications are covered in hefty points to pack. Some other will certainly
be also complemented in language trouble to understand. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R Service
Manual Free Download is just one of the latest released publications that has basic idea of
thought with impressive truths and lessons. It will show you couple of points simple with simple
language to understand. Also you are from the immigrants, this publication is also simple
adequate to be converted. So, it will not compel your time to always invest the moment for this
type of the book. Simply couple of times in a day, as well as you can obtain just what the other
visitors intend. You could download and get guide from the link connecting that is given. It will
not be made complex. You will certainly go easily to locate the book and start to review. Also
there are various books to select; you might really feel so hard to choose which one that is
really suitable for you. The soft documents will certainly interest in the exact same things with
the print documents. We provide this publication is just for you that want to attempt analysis.
Also you have no reading routine; it can be starter method to enjoy reading. Reviewing will not
only give the new knowledge regarding exactly what you have actually read. Checking out will
certainly also educate you to think open minded, to do sensibly, and also to conquer the
boredom. Reviewing will be always good as well as meaningful if the material that we check out
is additionally a good publication. This recommended publication turns into one of guides that
will certainly get over a brand-new maker to invest the time wisely. Find the key to be a
successful person that constantly updates the info and knowledge. In this manner can be only
revealed by collecting the new updates from several resources. Why should be this publication?
This is guide to recommend as a result of its power to stimulate the details and sources in
always upgraded. One likewise that will make this publication as recommendation is
additionally this has the tendency to be the latest publication to release. This is not kind of big
book. But, this publication will aid you to get to the big idea. When you pertain to read this
publication, you can get the soft data of it and also save it in some different tools. Naturally, it
will certainly depend upon what tool that you possess as well as do. For this instance, the book
is advised to save in laptop computer, computer system, or in the gizmo. Based on the exactly
how this book will concern with, it is really mentioned that this publication is good as well as
proper for you. When you have no enough time to end up analysis this book as soon as
possible, you can begin to review it from currently. Yeah, also it must not remain in fast time,
you could take chance of couple of leisure time or in your spare times to read. When selecting
this Ford Explorer Power Seat Wiring Diagram to obtain as well as check out, you will certainly
start it from the very first web page as well as make offer to like it a lot. Yeah, this publication

really has great problem of the book to read. Just how the author bring in the viewers is really
clever. The web pages will reveal you why the book is presented for the fantastic people. They
will worry you to be one that is much better in undergoing the life and also enhancing the life.
Reviewing will not only provide the new knowledge about what you have actually reviewed.
Checking out will additionally educate you to assume open minded, to do wisely, as well as to
get rid of the dullness. Reviewing will certainly be always good and purposeful if the material
that we review is likewise a good publication. This recommended book turns into one of the
books that will conquer a brand-new maker to spend the moment intelligently. The book that is
presented to read in this time will certainly be the Jvvnl Helper 2 Answer Key Sarkari Exam As
we have offered and also provided, you can interest in the cover of this book at first. Checking
out the cove will certainly make you really feel interested or otherwise in this book. However,
many people have shown that this publication has actually been very interesting to check out,
even looking from just the book cover. The concept of making the cover and also how the writer
gives the title are really outstanding. Why must select the inconvenience one if there is very
easy? Are you among them? Reviewing is the very best thing to do to satisfy the moment. Yeah,
checking out will certainly always bring benefits. Additionally, when you can understand what
the book to check out, it's really well prepared. When you can review the book completed, you
can get finished details that the author says. In this case, this book constantly provides good
ideas. Jvvnl Helper 2 Answer Key Sarkari Exam of course will certainly be so essential to
accompany you in your downtime. Even it is only few pages; you could review it by the times
without neglecting just what you have actually checked out. Besides, this publication is likewise
written by among the most popular author in the nation. So, when you appreciate the author so
much, it will certainly complete the collections of the literary works. However, when you are not
extremely follower of the author, you could still fall for Jvvnl Helper 2 Answer Key Sarkari Exam
because you will certainly understand how the writer informs the material to the readers and
also society. You could make handle this book as one of referred information to earn you feel
admired so much with this publication. Now, when you need a brand-new close friend to
accompany you encountering as well as resolving the obstacles, Jvvnl Helper 2 Answer Key
Sarkari Exam is the candidate to advise. It can accompany you any place you go ad you need.
It's developed for soft file, so you will certainly not really feel tough to discover as well as open
it. Juts open the tab and after that read it. In this manner can be done of course after you are
obtaining the papers by means of this internet site. So, your job is by clicking the web link of
that book to check out. Guide that exists to check out in this time will be the Jvvnl Helper 2
Answer Key Sarkari Exam As we have actually provided and also presented, you could concern
with the cover of this publication in the beginning. Looking at the cove will certainly make you
really feel interested or otherwise in this publication. However, lots of people have proved that
this book has actually been extremely fascinating to check out, also looking from only the book
cover. The principle of making the cover and also how the writer provides the title are very
remarkable. When there are many people that do not should expect something more than the
benefits to take, we will certainly suggest you to have going to reach all advantages. Make
certain and also undoubtedly do to take this A Formal Letter Example Essay that gives the best
reasons to read. When you really should obtain the reason why, this book will most likely make
you feel interested. Is fictions? Just how's about history? Or is the very best seller novel your
option to fulfil your extra time? And even the politic or religious books are you searching for
currently? Bunches of numbers of publications from many fields are offered. From fictions to
science and also religious can be looked as well as found out right here. You might not stress
not to locate your referred book to read. Feeling so happy to discover and also wait this book
lastly comes show up. It is the suggested enough for you that are still confused to get
brand-new reading book. When various other books included the sign of best seller, this
publication is more than it. This is not just regarding the best vendor one. A Formal Letter
Example Essay is one book that will certainly make you come to be finest person, minimally the
far better person after obtaining the lesson. The lesson of this book is typically as just what you
have to do. When some people think that this is a tough publication to check out, we will
certainly inform you that it becomes one of the smarter suggestions to come with something
various. The various things of the A Formal Letter Example Essay with various other books are
lasting en route exactly how the writer improvise and pick the subject generally and remarkably.
It will certainly be timeless and countless to make all individuals feel decorated as well as
astonished of this publication. When you truly require it as your resource, you can discover it
currently and also below, by discovering the link, you can see it as well as start to get it by
conserving in your very own computer device or move it to other gadget. By obtaining the link,
you will certainly obtain that the soft documents of A Formal Letter Example Essay is really
advised to be one part of your leisure activities. It's clear and excellent sufficient to see you feel

so amazing to get guide to read. When there are many individuals who don't should expect
something greater than the advantages to take, we will recommend you to have willing to get to
all advantages. Be sure as well as definitely do to take this A Formal Letter Example Essay that
provides the best reasons to read. When you actually have to obtain the reason that, this book
will possibly make you really feel interested. When someone comes to you to see the library and
obtain some publications to read, exactly what's your response? In some cases, that's not the
correct time to visit it. Yeah, lazy is the huge reason of why many people decide to go to the
library. You could also have no adequate time to go with. Now, we introduce for you book soft
documents or internet publication to read. Without mosting likely to the library, without hanging
out for going to guide shops, this type of publication is served by online with web link at first.
Locate lots of the book catalogues in this website as the choice of you visiting this page. You
can also join to the internet site book library that will certainly reveal you numerous
publications from any types. Literary works, scientific research, national politics, and also much
more brochures exist to supply you the best publication to locate. Guide that actually makes
you feels pleased. Or that's guide that will certainly conserve you from your task due date.
Reviewing is type of have to do everyday. Like what you do your daily tasks, consuming or
doing your day-to-day tasks. And also now, why should read? Checking out, once again, could
aid you to find new way that will purchase you to life better. That's not just what you call as the
commitment. You could check out 0 Divided By 3 in the leisure as extra tasks. It will not
additionally obligate you to read it for many pages. Just, by steps and you could see just how
this book remarkably. The factors that make you must review it is the relevant subject to the
condition that you really want now. When it's going to make better chance of analysis products,
it can be the method you should take in similarly. Yeah, the ways that you could appreciate the
time by reviewing 0 Divided By 3, the time that you could make use of to do great task, as well
as the moment for you to gain just what this book uses to you. Making sure, many individuals
additionally have downloaded and install the soft file of 0 Divided By 3 though this website.
Only by clicking web link that is supplied, you could go straight to guide. One more time, this
publication will certainly be really vital for you to read, also they are easy, and also they will lead
you to be the much better life. So, exactly what do you think of this updated book collection?
Allow's inspect it currently as well as get ready to make this publication as absolutely your
collection as well as analysis materials. Think it! When somebody involves you to check out the
collection as well as obtain some books to check out, just what's your response? Sometimes,
that's not the proper time to visit it. Yeah, careless is the huge reason of why lots of people
choose to go to the library. Now, we introduce for you schedule soft file or online book to read.
Without going to the library, without hanging out for mosting likely to the book shops, this sort
of publication is served by internet with net link at first. Wednesday, July 31, Read More.
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99 and my feedback speaks for itself! Return Policy: I strive to describe everything sell
accurately. However, mistakes can always be made. If something is not described correctly or a
problem is arrises I will gladly refund your money or work to resolve the issue in a way that is
fair to both of us. Please let me know within a week of any said issue. Item must be There is no
return on new items as value drops significantly on some items when they change from new to
used. Please contact me directly before contacting ebay as I will work to resolve the issue. Also
if negative feedback is given before contacting me to work out an issue I will assume you did
not want a resolution and will not work with you at that time. REV K dartboard. This was pulled
from a working machine being parted out if you need anything else check my other listings or
message me! Item must be returned in the same condition you recieved it. There is no return on
new items as value drops significantly on some items Galaxy dartboard main PCB board. Pulled
from a working machine and worked perfectly. Comes only with the board. The last two pics are
just to show the version 6. This doesn't have the newest 7. If you need any other parts from a
galaxy check my other listings or msg me if i don't have it listed. Please let me know within a
Item must be returned in the same condition you received it. Posted with. Plays and looks fine.
Game is used and plays great. Looks Good. Games come without locks. We have many of these
items. You may get another than shown,but all are in same condition and version. This is a used
game. Have minor scuff and bumps. We do have over games in stock for sale! What are you
looking for? This game is becoming a favorite to all Arcades and Rec rooms thru out the
country. Game plays fine. And looks good. Please Call with any Questions Auction Information
Auction Sales Policy: Your bid is a contract- Place a bid only if you're serious about buying the
item. If you are the winning bidder. You will enter into a legally biding contract to purchase the
item. If the seller We can offer the following shipping price if you would like us to arrange it for
you. If we arrange shipping on your behalf. The item will be insured. Take note that most
trucklines only insure used equipment at 25 cents per pound. We carry an umbrella cargo
shipping insurance policy. Palletization Fee Item will be shrink wrapped. Protected with card
board and banded to the pallet with lb test bands Total Shipping To Your Driveway And no one
seems to play darts! When I picked it up it had less than 25 games played. No matter if shipping
is listed! Not a scratch. No burn in on the screen, plays sever different games, up to 4 players!
Up for sale is an Arachnid Galaxy Dartboard. Upgraded with a LCD flat panel monitor. It has the
latest 7. Cabinet has some scratches and bumps but nothing too major. The cabinet comes
apart in 2 pieces for easy pickup in almost any SUV or truck. You are bidding on a set of
arachnid galaxy top gun challenge manuals. Everything you see in the picture is included. The
galaxy series operator's manual. The arachnid league master system manual. The goldstar
monochrome monitor service manual. As well as the wiring diagram. Thanks and good luck.
You are bidding on a arachnid galaxy top gun challenge coin operated dart board. This dart

board is fully functional with all buttons and lights working. The dart head is a newer
international color dart head it is in really good shape. This is a used dart board. It has
scratches. Dings and scuffs that you would expect a game that has been in the field being used.
I prefer local pickup but may be able to drive a few miles for a fee. Any questions feel free to
ask. I will answer them as quick as possible. Good luck and happy bidding. This is a commercial
coin-operated piece of equipment. Would be ideal for your route or home gameroom. It is
absolutely ready to go. This game is complete with all locks. Keys and coin slots, and has been
completely checked over by our in-shop service technicians. It is in great playing condition! We
give 24 hour technical phone support after the sale. A technician is always available. Call with
any questions. I can deliver to Indiana. Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Kentucky, and Ohio.
Please call first. Dimensions Height: 86" Base: 24" x 24" Cabinet: 24" x 15" Weight: lbs. Or is
completely ready for your game room, unless I specify otherwise in the description. It will have
locks. Keys, and coin slots, and has been checked over in my shop by my technicians. You are
always welcome to come to Peru. Indiana and look around my shop and play the games. Please
call first, Please take the time to check our other great auctions. Click on a line below toâ€¦
Please click on this space to check our other great auctions. Also please take the time to read
my feedback. I am very proud of it You might consider Adding me to your Favorite Sellers list. I
will be listing hundreds of games in the coming weeks. Let me know. I can work to your wan.
But please do your research as well. Used with wear you'd expect from darts hitting it. But its in
good condition and works just fine. Comes with the board and the 4 double ended bolts that
hold it on. Otherwise I have a 14 day return period on Arachnid Galaxy Wiring Harness. This is
in good shape and I labeled most of the connectors. I accidentally pulled one of the wires out of
the connector for one of the buttons. No big deal to put a new one on, or you could just put the
wire on it directly. I also included the cord that runs from the motherboard to the matrix sensor.
If you need any other parts look at my other listings or msg me if you don't see it. Please let
REV F dartboard. This was pulled from a working machine and is a little dusty. But it works. You
are bidding on the pictured Arcade Game Board Check out the pictures and ask questions.
Please Send us your E-mail Address. If I can assist you in finding other Arcade or Pinball titles.
We have a large variety of games available. Thanks for looking! Good Luck. And Happy Bidding!
For coin operated arachind dart boards only. Please Check out my! I will combine shipping!
Arachnid Electronic Dart Circuit Board. Good working condition. Upgrade chip for your Galaxy
One Dartboards. Version 7. This will allow you 8 players on most games and all the latest games
this board has to offer! Actual Monitor for Arachnid Galaxy 2 model dart boards. Nice bright
colorful picture very very little tube burn Have to look really close while turned off Shopped and
fully tested lots of life left in this one. Exact fitting monitor! Few scratches on top plastic from
dart boards monitor hold in metal bracket, They all have this and is inside the dart cabinet so it
is never seen. Monitors that fit properly inside these are hard to find. Bar style dart board made
by a company named Arachnid made in My friend is moving and is just trying to get rid of this
antique. Its an arcade style dart board that he is trying to get rid of asap. This board offers
games like Needs some simple repairs like new light bulbs and this thing will be working like a
charm. Com,es with keys and darts, sta rting bid is This is a Galaxy 2 dart board main board
pulled from working dart machine. This board will not work in a Super Six dart board.
Arachnid-Galaxy Commercial dart board programmer. Exact model not known. Was purchased
from an estate. Overall very good condition. No cracks. Looks good, too. Has been tested and
functions correctly. Auction is for the board only- no darts! Due to the size and weight of this
item, I will ship to USA addresses only. Thank You! Arachnid four player dart board. A Bill
Acceptor is not included even if pictured. Your Feedback is critical to our success! If for any
reason you are unable to leave us 5 Stars in ANY area. Please contact Machine is in good
condition. But please understand it has been used- we do not represent it to be like brand new
in the factory box condition! We encourage you to ask questions and request additional
pictures prior to bidding or purchasing to ensure that you are satisfied with your purchase. We
will email you various documents for you to sign and return to us. Electronic dart board accepts
quarters needs new locks on doors lost keys had to drill out have darts to go with it local pick
up Posted with. It was removed from a working game and is guaranteed to work on arrival.
Software version is VU 7. It is the buyers responsibility to make sure the power to the PCB is at
the proper 5. Improper voltage will cause the board to act erratic and constantly reboot. So
please check and make sure this is not the issue with your existing board before bidding.
Please contact me with any questions, technical or otherwise. Free Economy Shipping! All sales
final. Bid with confidence! Over 14 years on Ebay with zero negative feedback! Will ship to lower
48 united states only. Payment by Paypal only unless specified. Please contact me with any
questions. If at all. It's in excellent shape. Includes ac adapter also can run on batteries and 3
darts. Has"IW" written on the side. Sold as pictured Shipping and Handling is Calculated Using

the eBay Calculator below Please note: All items are inspected thoroughly before listing and
shipping to be verified that they are as described here. All outgoing packages are inspected
thoroughly before shipping to assure that they are packed according to USPS and UPS shipping
guidelines. Pictures may be representative of the item and not the"actual" item offered for sale;
such is especially the case with"stock" photos. Box art. Manufacturer design and such may
vary. All items are sold"as is. We are not experts and product specs may be unintentionally If
you bid, you are entering into a legally binding contract and you agree to our terms. Thank you,
and happy bidding! Please read our terms and policies http:stores. On Jun at PDT. Seller added
the following information:. It can be converted to the II. This is it: the Granddaddy of all
electronic dart boards! The leader in commercial grade arcade-style dart boards. This is the
same soft-tip electronic It also has a whole new set of inventive"Speed Games" that are sure to
add an exciting twist to the game of darts. This dart board also features: Real arcade-style coin
operation- you choose the cost or make it free! Missed dart detector All your favorite Cricket
and O1 games. Plus new ones like BS Golf Fully lit target area illuminated from both sides Auto
player change Selectable bull Full color inch LCD monitor Handicapping Player name input and
recognition Full tournament capabilities- create your own dart league! We ask th. Manuel's
included. Ton's of games! The game is housed in a wood cabinet that measures approx. There
is a front flip down door for storage. All items shown in cabinet are included. Bottom cabinet
has lots of room for storing more items. The game and cabinet are in like new condition! Check
or Pay-pal accepted. This is for the board only. It does not have the battery pack or any darts. It
is in very good used condition with no damage of any kind. The box is in good condition with
some minor shelf wear. Measures about 21" x Requires 4 C Cell batteries which are not
included. Pictures are of the board you will receive. Offered with a modest starting bid and no
reserve. Shipping via U. Postal Service Parcel Post mail. Personal checks I reserve the right to
delay shipping items paid with personal check for 10 business days from date of receipt or
Pay-Pal. Payment is expected within 5 days of close of auction, but I will I will combine shipping
on multiple auctions won. If possible. Thanks for looking. Thanks for bidding and good luck!
The digital score display does not function properly. It sporadically shows the numbers ad goes
in and out. The rest of the board functions properly No other visible damage or defects. There
may be some light cosmetic imperfections as the item is not brand new Includes power cord.
We answer all questions by the end of the next day. Actual weight and dimensions used. No
handling charges. We generally ship next day, and guarantee For foreign buyers, please be
aware that you may incur separate brokerage or customs fees not included in your payment to
us. We do NOT alter customs forms. Items shipped using this method could take longer than 30
days to arrive. If shipping to your location is not quoted. The box is too large to send to your
country. The original boxes maybe a bit beat up. As a result, we may use generic packing to
secure the item. If damage occurs during shipping, please keep all packaging and send us
pictures so that we may file a claim on your behalf. Payment- Paypal only for shipped items.
Cash or credit at pickup for local pickup items. International Voltage Discrepancy- International
buyers please check your individual voltage requirements before bidding. An adapater may be
required if it's not a volt output. Return Policy- 14 days from receipt. Buyer responsible for all
shipping fees. We deal in closeout or returned merchandise. We are not perfect and may make a
mistake in the description of the product. We are honest people and w. Arachnid dart board
interactive Barely used electronic dartboard less than 50 games played. Up to 8 players scored
with 30 different games. Has heckler feature etc. Item sold as is. Will throw in two extra sets of
darts and some extra tips and flights. Arachnid electronic boards are the best in the business.
Arachnid Galaxy II dartboard. Great condition dollar bill changer included latest 1. Comes apart
in 2 pieces for easy pickup. Arachnid Model EMD Electronic Dart Board Used and working
electronic board game manufactured by Arachnid- leading manufacturer of electronic dart and
related boards. Comes with the original box and manual. AC adaptor, six 3-red and 3-black darts
with tips, 4 four extra replacement tips, and screws to mount unit to the wall. Seldom used and
placed in storage most of the time. I recently tested the unit and most of the basic functions
were verified working. Specifications: Loaded with about five game options; Automatic scoring
for Musical tones for single, double, bullseye. Shipping: Calculate actual costs in based on
winning bidder's zip code. Serious Inquiries only. Do not bid if you do not intend to purchase.
Boxes or US Territories. Awesome dart board! Excellent condition! Works great with batteries.
Never had the ac adaptor to test with it. Comes with manual! This lightly used Arachnid Cricket
Pro Tournament Series Electronic Dartboard is in excellent cosmetic condition and is in full
working order. This is the dart board only. Soft tip darts are not included. The original AC
adapter went missing. Arachnid galaxy II. Galaxy II. This is the very first dartboard to have an
interchangeable monitor to fit your needs. The 19" LCD wide flat screen monitor mounts from
the bottom to top in just 3 minutes-no tools are needed. The mid flat screen has a hidden panel

cover when you choose to have the monitor on top. Quick Cricket, and new bonus games Count
Up. Tic Tac Toe, Bermuda, Gotcha! Local-pick up Frankfort. IL Cash on pick-up. Contact me with
any questions. Posted with 0fe. Arachnid Galaxy 2. Machine has many games 01 games. Cricket
games, tic tac darts, count up, Bermuda triangle, gotcha, bs gold and speed games, speed
games etc. For your consideration: I bought this item from an overstock retail store. But all
items are tested before sold. I also took it out of the box to make sure it's working properly. And
it is. But is missing the darts. All in all, it looks like a very nice dartboard that will provide lots of
fun and excitement for many years to come. Game and option menu and individual dart scores
during play. The voice record feature which calls out your own recorded name when it is your
turn guarantees hours of indoor gaming enjoyment. With all these features the Arachnid Cricket
Master talking electronic dart board makes a great gift and is guaranteed to Model Play 10
different games including , , , Tic Tac Darts, Cricket, etc. See picture for complete list of games.
Comes with both keys to access machine and 6 darts. Works and looks great! Email with any
questions prior to 24 hours from end of auction. Local pickup only at zip code: Email or call for
a shipping quote. I do combine shipping. International Buyersâ€” Please Note: Import duties.
Taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. These charges are
the buyer's responsibility. Other information a seller may wish to include: These charges are
normally collected by the delivering freight shipping company or when you pick the item upâ€”
do not confuse them for additional shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise values
below value or mark items as"gifts" US and International government regulations prohibit such
behavior. It has lights and sound effects and keeps track of players turns and scores. It also has
a video output for an additional external monitor, and some models were sold with an additional
larger monitor mounted to the top. Arachnid dart game board pcb CPU English mark darts.
Please look closely at them. No other parts are included- only what is pictured International
buyers please note: Import duties. Arachnid Galaxy dart machine game pcb board RevG smart
target motherboar. Lots of good parts. Could be missing parts No other parts are included- only
what is pictured International buyers please note: Import duties. Looks and works good. Lots of
Extra dart tips. Just picked up this and some other machines from a closed vending business.
Also have manuals for it. Nice for game room. I am located in Harleysville. You can pick up and I
can help load. Or you can arrange pick up by shipper- If would like a blanket wrapped door to
door delivery service. Please call North American Van Lines at and ask for a quote. I have
collected a lot of games-pinball machines-jukeboxes-slot machines-arcade games- over the
past couple years and I am selling a large group of them here. This is a Galaxy 2 Dart with bill
unit. Clean and ready to go. Will ship anywhere. Buyer will pay all shipping costs. Call Larry
with any questions Other than that is in excellent shape. Just too dangerous for my kids! Hello
and thanks for stopping by Today we have a Vintage Dart Cabinet from around It is the home
version not coin operated this item is being sold as is to someone who can restore these types
of machines. Will do my best on taking good pics of the whole thing for you if any additional is
needed please let me know if you have any questions please ask before bidding the only
hardware I have is to secure the top to the cabinet the back for the dart board needs screws and
the top where the light goes needs screws thanks for stopping by and have a wonderful day No
Shipping! I am located in New Kensington close to pittsburgh mills mall. Guaranteed to work.
Payment in full expected within 24 hours of commitment to purchase. We typically ship all our
item via UPS for international buyers. They usually have the lowest prices. While we list a
handling time of 2 days, we try our hardest to get your items shipped the same day we receive
payment. Easy return policy on most items. We generally accept returns on most items up to 14
days from the date it is received. Buyer is responsible for return shipping and we ask buyer to
contact us before they ship it back so we know when to There are some specialty items we sale,
including motor vehicles, that we will not accept returns. These particular items will be marked
as such in the item description. When the item arrives at our Receiving Dept. Discounts, and
Timely Deals. Mission Our entire business philosophy can be summed up in just a few, very
important words; Satisfy the Customer. We have access to most any kind of part or accessory
for any motorcycle! Whatever you're looking for, you'll find it FS-Worldwide! The primary focus
of the business was racing. This is a nice Arachnid Top Gun Challenge commercial coin
operated dart board. The game works Great and is in very good condition with only minor wear
and tear. This unit is a commercial dart board machine and is set up to take quarters. All lights.
Buttons, displays, and board scoring sensors work great. Lots of games available for playâ€”
see the pictures for all of the games. Measurements: When set up: 26 inches wide. When
separated for transport: 26 inches wide. Game comes complete with coin mechs and all locks.
This game is ready to go straight to a location or for your home game room! The Fine Print. If
you would like something shipped. You will have to set it up yourself. I will be happy to help in
any way possible however keep in mind there may be additional costs involved if I have to pallet

a game, deliver to a shipping hub, etc. I do offer personal home delivery and setup on this unit.
One-way from zip code I can often offer a discounted price on home delivery. Contact me for
details. Also, home delivery shipping is one price whether you purchase one unit or multiple
units from me. You of course are always welcome to pick the unit up from me. This unit is being
sold as-is with no warranty however if any problem arises I will be happy to help with any
technical support you may need. I also do house calls in the event you need on-site assistance.
All of our games are also being sold locally and this auction may end at any time. If you a. This
board is a wall hanging dart board. I tested it with a universal power adapter and it works great
still! Has some light wear and some marks but really looks great and has very nice graphics on
it! This listing will not include a power adapter! Comes as shown in the pictures! Click on the
super size link under the pictures to get a up close look at Email us with your questions! We
appreciate your business! This item is pre-owned. We only used it a few times. It has been
stored in box. I just plugged it in and it is working great. Up for auction we have arachnid arcade
style electronic dart board brand-new in the box never been opened. I also have two available 36
games of fun. Inside the US. We have cleaned and serviced this machine and it is ready for a
new home. Cabinet is in pretty decent condition for a game of this age. It is a used machine and
comes with no warranty. It does. However, come with free technical support from us via phone
or email as long as you own the game. We can assist in resolving almost any issue that might
arise in shipping or later on. Shipping will be paid by the winner. And we encourage insurance.
We can assist in arranging shipping if needed. No pallets, blanket wrap service. If winner opts to
use a cheaper shipping company. For quotes. We are a business location with 18 wheeler
access, no loading dock in ZIP Game is 85" tall x 17" deep x 26" wide. And weighs about Please
call your choice of shippers. Not us for a shipping price. If that is a shock to you. Arcade games
may be out of your price range. Local pickup and deliveries within 25 miles of Columbus. GA
are always free. Payment must be complete within 4 days of auction end. Remember to check
out or other auctions and: Check out my! Up for bids in an Arachnid Galaxy 1 Dart Board. It was
removed from the route in good working condition and guaranteed to work at pickup time. Item
must be picked up locally and within 2 weeks of the auctions end. Item is located in Baton
Rouge. La The coin mechanisms work fine. But the machine can be set to"Free Play" for home
applications. Cabinet shows some wear, but is in overall good physical condition. All keys are
included. Please contact me for payment options other than PayPal. Bid with confidence. Over
14 years on Ebay with zero negative feedback. This unique wall-mount cabinet dartboard uses
unique BristleTech material to grip onto both steel- and soft-tip darts and keep accurate.
Automatic score. The maple cabinet boasts dart storage on one side and a massive, bright LED
cricket scoring display on the other. LEDs sit on top, too, keeping track of and 36 other games
with exciting variations. Extra darts included. Since then. The company As the world's leading
producer and distributer of pool tables, table tennis tables, and game tables, Escalade Sports is
known for their quality products and brands, new product development, and excellent customer
service. Headquartered in Evansville, Illinois, this global company can confidently say that no
matter what your game, their brands deliver serious play. The ultimate steel- AND soft-tip
dartboard! Maple cabinet with built-in LED cricket scoring and dartholders. Includes 6 steel-tip
darts. AC adapter included. Cabinet dimensions: 26L x 6D x 24H inches. Arachnid Electronic
Dart Cricket Board. Model English Mark Darts. Great working condition! Includes dart case and
5 black and 5 red darts 1 is broken A bunch of tips, manual and dart booklet, and power adapter
cord. See photos. Great Shape. Three Arachnid Dart Board Pcb's plus. These came with my dart
board. But I am tired of storing them. I will pack them carefully and ship promptly a;06d2. Still
filmed We have no reason for the customer return. Every number lit up in the scoreboard and in
the cricket Xs. Every game finished without a I have no clue why it was returned. Some people
just say things are broke when the credit card bill comes in! Who knows. In any case, since it
was a return, and we do not see any paperwork on it, we have to sell it as is, no returns, no
warranty. What's in the box- One Arachnid Cricket Pro customer return. We need those dollars
right here in the USA. No local pickups. Up for sale is a Arachnid Electronic dart board. I'm
calling this a Semi-Project. And all of the displays work. But the dartboard only registers in a
couple of places when hit. There are a couple of bulbs out and I have no darts for it. Otherwise
it's in pretty nice shape cosmetically. But I will try to answer any questions you may have. Make
an offer! The game is also listed on Allentown Craigslist so I reserve the right to end the auction
at any time. Shipping: I prefer That means you would have to pick it up from a terminal near you.
Please visit the Pilot Air website for the terminals they deliver to in the lower 48 States. Shipping
usually takes place on a Friday. Machine is sold As- Is with no warranties expressed or implied.
Shows very little wear, there is a small chip on the face not even noticeable see last picture.
Shipping and handling is calculated cost of time. In some cases if a item is damaged If the
buyer would like a full refund do to shipping damage or unreasolveble issues, the buyer is

responsible for the return shipping costs, and must include all items that were in the box when
received. Please ask any questions, thank you. One of the first Electronic Dart Boards made
from Arachnid. The inventors of Electronic Darts. Excellent working condition. The sound is a
little distorted,but not sure if it sounded that way new or if that's because the speaker is just
old. Not sure if it originally had 2 speakers,but only one now. Clean Battery Compartment.
Owners Manual available online. Some minor scratches and normal wear. Please examine ALL
photographs for further condition details. Happy to Combine Shipping on all auction items
ending in a 7 day period. If you would like to use this option please message me prior to making
payment. Feedback score is very important to me. If you has an issue with your order please
provide me the opportunity to resolve such issues before leaving feedback. Refunds on
shipping are provided when circumstances warrant. This is for the board only, no other
accessories. I will ship it. I will take it to a shipping company but you will pay to have it packed.
Created and shipped These commercial dart machines can be used for commercial use or set
on free play for the home game room. The Galaxy II comes with a flashy 15" color monitor for
easier viewing. And superb color graphics. In addition, the Galaxy II has a newly
redesigned"Impact Resistant" cabinet that gives the game a brand new futuristic look that is
sure to delight dart players around the world. Very clean. Lightly used Arachnid model
electronic dartboard. Plays three variations of cricket. No dead spots. All display lights work.
Measures 30" high. Power cord not included. Takes 4 D batteries. Battery compartment is very
clean, no corrosion. Please provide positive feedback on my seller's account when you receive
your item. If there is an issue with your item. Please contact me before you leave negative
feedback so that we can get it resolved. Thank you. This is in good used condition and works
great! Comes with plug in adapter. I believe the board is missing a decal on one side. The score
board is perfect and the protective plastic layer was just removed. This comes from a
smoke-free environment. Nice Black Widow double headed commercial coin operated dart
board. Both sides can be played individualy or head to head. The dart board works great and
the monitor has a very sharp picture the waves are from the camera This game would be a nice
center piece for a rec room or still do good on location. I am selling this machine as is working. I
will go thru it with the buyer when they pick it up or when dropped if if buyer pays for local
delivery I have gone thru the machine and it is fully functional. But once it goes out the door it is
yours. Please understand that while I go thru all of my items they all are still used older
electronic pieces. Also note that with the colder weather all games and jukes should be brought
to room temperature I will go over the machine with you and assist with loading the game. If you
elect to have North American Van Lines be your carrier there is no palleting fee. The palleting
fee covers my cost to deliver the game to my shipper who preps. Pallets, and delivers the game
to Yellow Freight. Buy more then one game and combine shipping costs you will pay palleting
for only one machine as long as they ship together When calling NAVL for a quote for either o.
Purchased this at a very high end estate sale. It was stored in the original box for several years
and is in great condition. You like to see what you are getting, so I took lots of pics. About The
Seller: I am a married Dad of four kids. I quit my job last year to sell on Ebay full time. My other
job is pastoring Life Church in St. Pete Florida. Just a regular guy making his way for his family.
I have a fun time exploring and finding things to sell on EBay. I scour estate sales and thrift
stores to find many unique and rare items. Problems: Virtually everything I sell is previously
owned. So I understand Please do not open a case. Email me and I will work quickly to resolve.
Your satisfaction is important to me. Feedback: Your positive feedback is very important and
helpful to me. The stars count too. Anything less than five stars or neutral ends up working
against my rating. So if you can, please leave a good rating. If there is a problem. Please
message me. I promise to always give you positive feedback. Shipping: I usually will use FedX.
But may use USPS if it is less expensive. Typical shipping days are Mondays and Thursdays.
Flat rate shipping does not apply to outside the Continental U. Puerto Rico, Alaska or Hawaii
etc. Boxes may incur shipping surcharge. Click Here. Double your traffic. This game is good
working condition. Plug in and play! We have sold 3 and this is the last one we have of this kind
and it has the bill acceptor! Has all the tournament games on it. Dimensions for this machine
are 85"Tall. Will break down for shipping or come and get it. Will ship to the lower 48 states.
Please email for quote. Very reasonable shipping up to miles of zip Please call with any
questions Auction is for just the dart board. Adapter not included. If you have any further
questions feel free to contact me. Thanks for looking and happy bidding! The dart board is
about 21 inches by 21 inches. Includes 6 darts. Additional plastic tips and the instructions. Only
used a few times. Good condition 1. For sale is an 18" arachnid soft tip dart board. Yellow red
and black in color. Patent number comes to In good condition. Removed any stuck tips. There
seems to be a couple holes slightly bigger than the others but i have no clue. Not a dart expert
or collector. See pics. Comes with just the board. Made in USA. You get what's in the picture.

Shipping is free to the lower I don't ship elsewhere. Payment due via paypal at time of purchase.
Items will ship within 1 day of payment received via usps or comparable. Ask any questions
saturn vue 2003
ml320 door panel removal
audi service position
before bidding. And of course there is no warranty on this item or guarantee description is free
of error. We are dedicated to providing excellent customer satisfaction. If there is any problem
with any purchase made we will always do our best to correct the situation. Providing that we
are made aware of it. Please contact us before leaving neutral, negative feedback, or low DSR's.
Also see our e B a y about page for complete contact information. See our e B a y store or e B a
y auctions for more items. Bringing you great gameroom items since Powered by The free
listing tool. Made with in Austin, TX. Arachnid four player dart board Comes with darts Posted
with. Arachnid Top Gun Challenge Galaxy Dart Board Last Time Posting Electronic dart board
accepts quarters needs new locks on doors lost keys had to drill out have darts to go with it
local pick up Posted with. Arachnid dart board interactive Barely used electronic dartboard less
than 50 games played. Plastic, great condition model.

